After a brief survey of Discontinuous Grammar (DG), we propose local cost functions as a generalization of violable constraints in OT, probabilities in PCFG, and processing times in distributed competition models. We demonstrate how local cost functions can be used in DG to encode violable constraints on word order, landing sites, islands, agreement, and selectional restrictions, as well as lexical frequencies and pragmatic preferences.
landing site to dominate the word's governor in the deep tree. 3 
The lexicon in DG
In the lexicon, each type is defined by a lexical entry that specifies an ordered list of its immediate super types, and declares its variables. Variable declarations and values are inherited by default from super types. Variables are marked as either atomic or set-valued. The value of an atomic variable is either specified locally, or inherited from the first super type in which it is defined (ie, by default priority inheritance). The value of a set-valued variable can be locally specified using different operators: v = A is used to set the value of variable v to the set A, whereas v = +A − B sets the value of v to set A plus all values for v in super types minus set B.
In the simplified example below, verb is defined as subtype of type word with variable comps having set value [subj:noun] (that is, a verb licenses by default a complement of type noun with edge type subject). Eat is defined as subtype of verb and pres (present tense), and its value for comps is [subj:noun, dobj:noun] after inheritance (that is, it also takes a noun as direct object). Rains overrides the inheritance by setting comps to [subj:it].
type(verb, [word], [comps = [subj:noun]]). type(pres, [flex], []). type(eat, [verb,pres], [comps = +[dobj:noun]]). type(rains, [verb,pres], [comps = [subj:it]]).
If s and t are types, s * t is called the join of s and t, and is defined as the type that has s and t as its super types, with no local variable specifications. Type specifications are either type names, or composites of the form σ + τ, σ − τ, −τ, and σ | τ where σ and τ are type specifications. The operator isa(t, σ) is used to test whether a type t satisfies a type specification. It is defined recursively by: isa(t, s) if type s dominates type t in the type hierarchy isa(t, σ + τ) if isa(t, σ) and isa(t, τ) isa(t, σ − τ) if isa(t, σ), but not isa(t, τ) isa(t, σ | τ) if isa(t, σ) or isa(t, τ) Each word and word class must list the complement structures, adjunct governors, landed nodes, and cost functions it licenses. A simplified example is shown below for the adjective hard, which states that it accepts a phrase headed by for as prepositional object, a phrase headed by infinitival to as verbal object, can attach to a noun as an amod adjunct, only accepts its own local dependents as landed nodes, and has a cost function that punishes left landed complements as highly ungrammatical. For simplicity, we ignore how the lexicon encodes ambiguity, idioms, semantics of complement and adjunct structures, and licensed fillers (phonetically empty words used to satisfy double dependencies such as relativized roles or shared subjects).
Cost functions
Like Optimality Theory, DG uses violable constraints in order to make parsing more robust to speech errors and unexpected constructions. However, DG constraints differ from OT constraints by having a non-negative cost rather than a rank, and by being localized, ie, associated with specific nodes in the graph. Another difference is that the weighted constraints in DG are specified in a well-defined constraint language which can express a wide range of linguistic constraints, but ensures computational efficiency by requiring all constraints to be locally computable from a node's nearest neighbours in the graph. The fact that most linguistic constraints can be computed locally is an important consequence of DG's design, where a node's governor, landing site, complements, adjuncts, and landed nodes constitute its neighbours.
Operator definitions
DG constraints are defined in terms of cost functions, which return a cost that measures the number of times a syntactic condition is violated, weighed with its severity. Cost functions are expressed in terms of the real-and set-valued operators shown below. Each operator is stated in the context of a word w in a graph G. DG defines the following set-valued operators (we let n * denote the type join of the node n with all of its parent edges):
• this := {w} where w is the word defined by the context.
• dep(t) := set of all dependents d of w such that d * has type t.
• left(t) := set of all left landed nodes n of w such that n * has type t.
• right(t) := set of all right landed nodes n of w such that n * has type t.
• gov(t) := {g} if w has governor g and g * has type t, / 0 otherwise. • lsite(t) := {l} if w has landing site l and l * has type t, / 0 otherwise. • island(t) := set of all n such that e is a dependent edge of w with type t, and n is a node whose path from its governor to its landing site includes e.
• sem(n, t) := {n} if the semantics of node n is of type t, / 0 otherwise.
We extend the definition of these operators to set-valued arguments by defining
for each set-valued operator Ω with set-valued arguments X 1 , . . . , X n . Moreover, we define the following integer-valued operators (where 0 corresponds to false, and 1 corresponds to true):
• n 1 < n 2 := 1 if node n 1 precedes node n 2 , 0 otherwise.
• n 1 > n 2 := 1 if node n 1 follows node n 2 , 0 otherwise.
• x = y := 1 if x and y are identical, 0 otherwise.
• x = y := 1 if x and y are non-identical, 0 otherwise.
• isa(n, t) := 1 if node n has type t, 0 otherwise.
• dist(n) := the distance between w and node n, measured as the number of intervening words.
These operators are extended to set-valued arguments by defining:
for each integer-valued operator ω with set-valued arguments X 1 , . . . , X n . Finally, we define the following integer-valued operators (where + denotes addition of real numbers, and * multiplication):
• |x| := the absolute value of x, defined as the cardinality of x if x is a set.
• and(x 1 , . . . ,
• not(x) := 1 if |x| = 0, and 0 otherwise.
In the following, we will demonstrate how the operators above can be used to encode cost functions for a wide range of syntactic constraints, ie, to express what counts as a violation of the constraint. In a real lexicon, the cost functions must be assigned relative weights by multiplying them with a fixed non-negative cost. However, for simplicity, we will pretend that all cost functions have unit cost.
Missing edges: roots and obligatory dependents
Since we want a complete rather than partial analysis, a word should impose a cost for a missing landing site or a governor. This can be achieved with:
• not(lsite(any)): missing landing site • not(gov(any)): missing governor
In DG, all dependents are optional by default, since no cost is associated with their absence. However, complements and adjuncts can be made "obligatory" by imposing a cost on their absence. Here is an example for the English verb reside:
• not(dep(subj)): missing subject • not(dep(locadv)): missing place adverbial Kromann 
Word order violations
A landing site has a left field and a right field that contains its landed nodes. Some violations in the right verbal field are listed below. In Danish and English, these violations are always ungrammatical and must be assigned a high cost. In German, they are only marked and must be assigned a lower cost.
• right(subj) > right(land): a subject is preceded by any landed node • right(iobj) > right(comp−subj): an indirect object is preceded by any complement which is not a subject • right(dobj) > right(comp−subj−iobj): a direct object is preceded by any complement which is neither a subject, nor an indirect object
In verbs with V2-order in Danish and German, the left field must either contain one complement, or one or more adjuncts. Violations can be tested with:
• not(left(land)): there are no landed nodes
there is a complement and some other dependent
Island constraints
While particular island constraints are not true of all languages, it must be possible to state them in DG. The main island constraints are listed below, stating a violation condition and the word classes it applies to.
• island(subj) in verb: extraction occurs via a subject edge (Subject Condition)
• island(vobj|rel) in noun: extraction occurs via an edge to a relative clause or a verbal complement in a noun (Complex NP Constraint) • and(sem(this,wh),island(any)) in verb: extraction occurs via any edge in a whmarked verb (Wh-Island Condition) • island(adj) in word: extraction occurs via an adjunct edge in any word (Adjunct Island Constraint) • and(gov(that),dep(subj+ext)) in verb: a subject is extracted from a verb governed by a complementizer (Complementizer Gap Constraint)
Agreement
Agreement can be tested with the following violation conditions:
• isa(this,subj-nom) in noun: subject has no nominative marking • isa(dep(subj),neut) = isa(dep(adjective+spred),neut) in verb: subject and subject predicative have different neuter markings
Selectional restrictions and pragmatics
In order to implement selectional restrictions, we assume that semantic interpretations are organized in a type hierarchy so that we can test whether they match a semantic type specification.
• sem(dep(subj),-human) in verb: subject does not denote a human • and(isa(this,locadv), sem(this,-place)) in noun and prep: a noun or preposition that acts as place adverbial does not denote a place
More generally, cost functions give a natural way of taking the semantic and pragmatic plausibility of a syntax graph into account: simply add the cost computed by the semantic or pragmatic module to the other costs.
Word distance
Evidence in psycholinguistics suggests a preference for low attachment in human parsing [4] . In DG, this can be formulated as a preference for closeness between a node and its landing site and governor:
• dist(gov(any)): number of intervening words between word and governor.
• dist(land(any)): number of intervening words between word and landing site.
Lexical preferences and probabilities
Words often have alternative readings that occur with different frequencies. In DG, frequent forms can be favored over infrequent forms by assigning a fixed cost to each form. The cost might reasonably be selected as − log P(w) where P(w) is the prior probability of word form w. Then the total lexical preference cost in graph G would reduce to − ∑ w∈G log P(w) = − log (∏ w∈G P(w)), ie, to the probability of the word sequence under a minus-log transform, assuming statistical independence between the words. Similarly, we can attach fixed costs to complement structures, resulting in the probability of a tree as calculated in a dependency-based PCFG, but under a minuslog transform. More generally, probabilities could be used to estimate the "true" cost of any violation condition: simply weigh a cost function by the cost − log p where p is the probability of a violation; then p might be estimated from a corpus of parsed sentences, or perhaps from a corpus of intermediate parses.
Interpretations of cost
Since costs can be interpreted as minus-log probabilities, DG can be viewed as a dependency-based generalization of a PCFG grammar [11] . DG can also be viewed as a generalization of Optimality Theory, since constraint violations in OT have an obvious interpretation in terms of costs, as follows:
Let r denote the rank function from OT constraints into the non-negative integers, defined by assigning 0 to the lowest ranked constraints, 1 to the next-lowest ranked constraints, etc. Let V (n, c) denote the number of violations of an OT constraint c at a node n in the graph. Then the cost polynomial corresponding to the constraint c at node n can be defined as the function C(n, c) = V (n, c)X r(c) where X is a polynomial variable. The sum of all local cost polynomials encodes the total number of OT violations and their rank. Moreover, OT's candidate ordering reduces to the standard order on polynomials (ie, f > g if the leading coefficient of f − g is positive). Thus, OT constraints can be viewed as cost functions with polynomial-valued costs, which can be reduced to real-valued costs by setting X to a large positive number.
Finally, the heuristic parsing algorithm in DG may have an interpretation in terms of distributed competition models such as [17] . With a slight reformulation of such models, we might interpret human parsing as a sequential race between different parsing operations that are computed in parallel. The first operation that finishes its constraint checking wins, and the race is then continued with a new set of operations. That is, costs can also be interpreted as processing times.
Optimality parsing
Parsing can be viewed as a search problem in which a space of potential parses of some input is searched for an optimal solution, given some cost function that measures linguistic plausibility. The problem of finding a guaranteed globally optimal solution -that is, the problem of exact parsing -is probably intractable in DG, 4 like in most other formalisms. 5 However, from a purely linguistic point of view, the inability to find an efficient exact parsing algorithm is no cause for concern, since we know from psychological experiments with garden-path sentences that human parsing is not exact [4] . Thus, the linguistic interest lies in finding fast heuristic parsing algorithms that accurately model human parsing and its imperfections, not in solving the problem of exact parsing.
Exact parsing is also undesirable from an engineering point of view, since the inability to model human parsing may lead to applications that misinterpret human input or generate sentences that humans fail to parse correctly.
Parsing with local search
Many NP-hard optimization problems, including the Travelling Salesman's Problem, can be solved quite successfully with local search [14, ch.19 ]. Local search is based on the simple idea that if we can define a small neighbourhood around every 4 Chart parsing in DG is impractical since a string of n words has 2 n − 1 discontinuous substrings, compared to the at most 1 6 n(n + 1)(n + 2) continuous substrings that must be stored by a chart parser for a continuous formalism like CFG. Exact DG parsing can be shown to be NP-hard if the grammar is considered to be part of the input, since there is an easy reduction from maximal satisfiability problems [13] to exact DG-parsing in this case. 5 NP-hard formalisms include Optimality Theory with unrestricted constraints [18] , Stochastic Tree-Substitution Grammars and Data-Oriented Parsing [16] , LFG [12] , and constraint-based formalisms such as HPSG. CFG and TAG are exceptions since they can be parsed in O(n 3 ) and O(n 6 ) time, respectively, although there are linguistic phenomena that they cannot account for [1] . Moreover, chart parsers for CFG and TAG create a packed chart that may contain an exponential number of parses (e.g., consider the grammar X → X X with terminal rule X → x). Thus, given a linguistically plausible cost measure on top of CFG and TAG (say, a measure that checks semantic and pragmatic plausibility), it is quite conceivable that exact optimality parsing in CFG and TAG will turn out to be NP-hard. node in a large solution space, then we can find a local optimum by starting at any solution, picking the best solution in its neighbourhood, and repeating the procedure until we have found a local optimum, hoping that the eventual local optimum will be globally optimal or near-optimal. Given the right kind of problem and the right kind of neighbourhoods, this strategy can be extremely successful.
The parsing algorithm in DG is based on local search. The search space is defined as the set of all partial parses of a sentence, and the solution space consists of all partial parses that contain all input words. Thus, even if DG parsing fails, it will return a maximal partial parse of the input. The starting point is the empty parse, and the total cost of a partial parse is defined as the sum of all violation costs imposed by the words in the parse. This gives the algorithm for optimality parsing:
1. Set G := empty graph. 2. Set G := any optimal graph in the neighbourhood of G. 3. Terminate if G has lower cost than G and contains all input words. 4. Set G := G and repeat step 2.
The local neighbourhood around each partial parse is defined in terms of a set of basic parsing operations that compute a set of new graphs from the existing graph. If there are any unread words in the input, the operation that reads the next word and adds it to the graph is always a valid parsing operation. The identity mapping is never a valid parsing operation, ie, a graph is never included in its own neighbourhood.
Ideally, the parsing operations must be chosen strong enough to recover from suboptimal analyses that humans recover from, and weak enough to be trapped in suboptimal analyses that humans are trapped in. Preferably, the operations must be computationally efficient as well. There is no reason to suppose that all humans have the same set of parsing operations. On the contrary, humans seem to revise their parsing strategies after exposure to garden-path sentences, so it is reasonable to suppose that parsing operations are learned, and hence that there is some variation between different people and language communities.
When testing an optimality parser, we need to distinguish between grammar failures and parser failures. Grammar failures arise if the cost measure defined by the grammar is wrong, either because an undesired analysis is deemed optimal by the grammar, or a desired analysis is deemed non-optimal. Parser failures arise when the parser fails to find an optimal analysis. Obviously, one cannot blame the parser for any grammar failures, but parser failures are serious counter-evidence against the parser, unless humans suffer from the same problem.
Parsing operations
Parsing operations that merely add new nodes or edges to the graph are called monotonic, whereas parsing operations that also delete edges from the graph are called non-monotonic. Nodes in the graph without a landing site are called surface roots, and nodes without a governor are called deep roots. DG tentatively proposes six parsing operations:
There are three different kinds of monotonic operations: lex-operations add the next unread word to the graph, land-operations add a landing site edge to a surface root, and dep-operations add a governor edge (and possibly a landing site edge, if none exists already) to a deep root. The land-operation is used to attach a node to a landing site in cases where the governor is not yet available, such as a subject temporarily landing on a complementizer until its governing verb is encountered. In the German example below, steps 1, 2, 4, and 6 are lex-operations, step 3 is a dep-operation, and step 5 is a land-operation. The−musicians will the−waltzes play Furthermore, there are three different kinds of non-monotonic repair operations, involving one, two, and three nodes, respectively. Repair1-operations assign a governor and a new landing site to a deep root. In the example above, the righthand side shows the result of a repair1-operation in step 7 where the direct object's temporary landing site from step 5 is replaced with the subordinate verb as landing site and governor.
Repair2-operations assign a governor and landing site to a deep root by pushing aside another dependent of the governor which is then given a new governor and landing site. Thus, repair2-operations involve two nodes. An example is given below for the topicalized German sentence corresponding to "The musicians have the waltzes." In the repair2-operation in step 5, "die Musiker" pushes aside "die Walzer" as subject of "haben," reanalyzing "die Walzer" as the direct object of "haben" instead. Repair3-operations assign a governor and landing site to a deep root by pushing aside two existing dependents of the governor, giving one of them a new dependent role of the old governor, and the other a new dependent role of a possibly new governor. The example below is the continuation of the parse above: in step 7, a repair3-operation pushes aside "die-Walzer" as direct object of "haben" in order to make room for the VP complement "erfreut" in step 7a; "die Musiker" is then pushed aside and the subject role taken over by "die Walzer" in step 7b; finally, The−waltzes have the−musicians pleased
Garden-path sentences exemplify the kinds of repair operations that are not freely available to the human parser. For example, in the classical example below, "fell" would have to steal the subject from "raced" in step 7a, and "raced" would have to be reanalyzed as adjunct of "a horse" rather than governor in step 7b. Parsing operations that affect at most k nodes in the graph, either by adding a node to the graph or by changing its governor and landing site, are called k-change operations. Clearly, any parsing operation is a k-change operation for large enough k.
In particular, the repair operation needed in the garden-path example is a 2-change operation.
A k-change operation has time complexity O(n 2k ), so if we want parsing to be almost linear, k-change is too expensive. However, it is conceivable that humans employ 2-change and 3-change as higher-level repair operations, which are only used as a last, unreliable resort if all normal parsing operations fail. This may also account for how humans learn a set of parsing operations: Initially, they have to resort to 2-change and 3-change operations to find an optimal parsing operation. But after a while, they notice a pattern in the optimal operations which allow them to formulate a more efficient class of parsing operations, such as land, dep, repair1, repair2, and repair3.
Formal definition of parsing operations
In the following, let G + E denote the graph G plus the edges or words in E, let G − E denote G minus the edges in E, and let G * E denote G plus E minus all edges in G that are incompatible with edges in E (recall that each node has at most one governor or landing site). Moreover, let n λ→l γ→g denote a node n connected with surface edge λ to landing site l, and deep edge γ to governor g. Before defining the different parsing operations, we first need to define the following functions:
• lands(G) := set of all r λ→l such that r is a deep root and l is an adjacent landing site that accepts r as a local or external landed node (provided we delete any existing landing site for r in G), with surface edge λ set to local or ext accordingly. Intuition: return all potential root-landing site configurations for deep roots in the graph. • repair1(G) := set of all valid graphs G such that G = G * r λ→l γ→g where r is a deep root in G with an existing landing site edge different from λ → l, r λ→l g is in lgovs(G), and r γ→g is in deps(G, r, g). Intuition: find a valid landing site and governor for a deep root that already has another landing site edge.
• repair2(G) := set of all valid graphs G such that and d γ →g is in deps(G , d, g ). Intuition: find a governor and landing site for a deep root by pushing aside another dependent of the governor, finding a new governor and landing site for it.
• repair3(G) := set of all valid graphs G such that Note that parsing requires at most 3n operations since each operation increases the number of words plus edges in the graph, which is bounded by 3n.
Parsing complexity
To estimate the worst-case complexity of the parser, let r denote the maximal number of roots in the graph, h the maximal height, l the maximal number of possible root-landing site pairs, s the maximal number of governors searched below a landing site, and d the maximal number of potential dependency edges between a dependent and its governor specified in the lexicon.
The table below shows worst-case estimates for these variables and the local parsing operations in four different scenarios: (a) no assumptions; (b) we assume syntax trees have a bounded number of roots and are approximately balanced, ie, their height is at most O(log n); (c) we assume (b) holds and that island constraints ensure that there is at most one channel for extraction from unbounded depth in each node; (d) we assume (b) holds and that governors and landing sites always coincide, ie, that there are no discontinuities in the graph. The four scenarios are used to analyze the sources of computational inefficiency in the parser.
max. ops. (a) none (b) balanced (c) islands (d) land=gov
The table suggests that approximately balanced trees (b) and restrictive island constraints (c) greatly increase the effectiveness of the parser. Highly nested sentences probably cause problems for humans, especially in spoken language, so assumption (b) is not unreasonable. Since island constraints such as the Adjunct Island Constraint, Complex NP Constraint, and the Complementizer Gap Constraint have the consequence that only verbs and adjectives do not behave as "dead ends" with respect to extraction from an unbounded depth, and verbs and adjectives rarely occur
The parse above illustrates how the DG parser works on the discontinuous German topicalization "Ein Märchen erzählen wird er seiner-Tochter können." The left column shows the parsing operation that was selected as the minimal-cost operation in each step, the right column all the alternative operations. The associated cost is shown in subscript after each operation. At each step, the selected operation is superior to the alternatives because of the number of roots, case markings, or selectional restrictions. The notation π(E) indicates a parsing operation π with new edges E turning the graph G into G * E. The resulting graph, before and after the repair in step 11, is shown below, with an indication of the step in which each edge was created (if governor and landing site coincide, only the deep edge is shown): 
Conclusion
Local cost functions in Discontinuous Grammar provide a flexible and efficient means to measure the syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and probabilistic plausibility of a parse. Moreover, the optimality parser is very fast, with theoretical time complexity O(n log 4 n) under linguistically reasonable assumptions, and tests with a simple implementation of an optimality parser and a grammar shows that the proposed parsing operations are strong enough to provide the correct analyses for a wide range of discontinuous sentences, although it fails on garden path sentences where humans fail. Thus, optimality parsing seems to provide a fast and accurate model of human parsing and its imperfections.
Some issues have not been addressed in this article, in particular, the question of how to deal with ambiguity, and the question of how to improve the averagecase complexity of the DG parser by using sophisticated search techniques. New parsing operations may have to be added to the set of admissible parsing operations in order to account for some phenomena, such as adverbial reanalysis. Finally, a large-scale grammar and evaluation of DG would be highly desirable as well.
